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ABSTRACT 

Japan’s Electronic Toll Collection System (ETC) has been established as a social infrastructure 

since its full-scale introduction in 2001, with facts including the sales of onboard unit exceeding 46 

million sets. 

 

ETC is mainly used for toll payment. Meanwhile, non-payment services using the ETC onboard 

unit have opened to the public in addition to the ordinary ETC payment system. Such non-payment 

services rely on the vehicle ID information service opened in 2006. Especially, the change of 

market environment has led to the high rate of installation of onboard units on such business 

vehicles as taxies and logistics.  In this way, services using ETC onboard units have brought  

more efficient business activities. 

 

This paper comprehensively summarizes cases of application services, analyzes the system used in 

such services, and discusses the future of multi-purpose system through examining the direction of 

their new system designs. 
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1.  Introduction 

 

Since the ETC was fully introduced throughout Japan in March 2001, ETC lanes have been 

constructed in every tollgate of rural and metropolitan expressways, where the user can pay tolls 

through ETC without stopping at the gates. Number of ETC lanes currently reaches 4,000 furnished 

in more than 1,500 tollgates of 19 road operators. In major expressways anytime, anywhere in Japan, 

the non-stop toll payment has been realized with a single ETC on board unit. 
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Meanwhile, 46 million or more ETC on board units are mounted on vehicles, owing to the 

dissemination of ETC on board units.  The number of onboard units is equal to 56% of the number 

of all the vehicles owned in Japan.  The number of vehicles paying toll using ETC has reached at 

90% of all the traffics. These facts lead to a conclusion that ETC has become one of the most 

important social infrastructure supporting the road transportation of Japan.  

 

 The below shows the features of ETC and how the system works. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  Mechanism and features of Japanese ETC 

 

As above, implementation of ETC has achieved significant effects, such as alleviation of traffic 

congestion around tollgates, reduction of management cost for toll collection (including cut of 

manpower) and opportunities for development and deployment of on board units and roadside 

devices. 

<Features> 
1. Nationwide standardized specification allows single onboard unit cover various toll rates 

and toll discount programs different by road operators. 
2. High level of security is ensured to prevent leaks and falsification of private information 

through wireless tapping. 
3. Users can choose and buy any ETC on board unit in aftermarket by themselves. 
4. Toll payment transaction is immediately processed by ETC without having a stop at a 

tollbooth. 
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Responding to the requests to use the disseminated ETC for broader purposes other than toll 

payment, ORSE(Organization for Road System Enhancement) launched the vehicle ID information 

service for facilitating the payment of parking fees and the vehicle entrance/exit management using 

existing ETC onboard units in 2006 for private business operators.  

 

Giving top priority to that the vehicle ID information service does not disturb the security of 

ETC’s toll payment system, we designed the system using the separately-registered credit cards 

instead of ETC cards.   Therefore, advanced registration with each service operator is required to 

receive services.  Currently, the service is available at 21 locations by around 70 thousand users.  

Meanwhile, there is expanding movement to use the system for entrance/exit management of 

commercial vehicles including trucks, taking advantage of the pre-registration process. 

Further, ORSE is also studying about a payment system with ETC card without pre-registration, 

which is more expected to bring about new services using ETC onboard units. 

 

This paper describes the current status of ETC multi-purpose services in development and  the  

future direction for solving the challenges in system development.   

 

2.  Present status and problems of vehicle ID information service  

2.1  Outline 

To avoid any trouble to the security of ETC payment in expressways, Vehicle ID information 

service converts the ETC onboard unit ID into the Vehicle ID which is used for purposes including 

checking entrance/ exit of vehicles with ETC onboard unit. 
 

This paragraph explains about the service example in parking lots. The converted vehicle IDs are 

registered in the database identifying the customer’s data such as credit card information.  When 

customer’s vehicle reaches the gate of a parking lot, the ETC onboard unit communicates with the 

database server, and the ETC onboard unit ID is converted into the Vehicle ID automatically.  Then 

the gate is open when the Vehicle ID is identified with the customer information in the database.    

The same process is followed at the exit to pay the parking fee with a registered credit card by the 

customer.  This method allows the ETC use without infringing the ETC toll payment security as  

the parking lot operators do not need to touch the ETC onboard units IDs or ETC card numbers.  
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In this case, the user is required to make application to each operator of parking lot and registration 

with a credit card.  Therefore, the system was not successfully expand to pay-by-the-hour parking 

lots where people decide to use on the spot.  

 

Even in the system without payment, the same process is followed in the services to check entrance/ 

exit and passage of vehicles with an ETC onboard unit. 

 

 

2.2  Application cases  

The service area has been gradually expanded since the vehicle ID information service was 

launched in 2006.  10 service operators are currently providing the vehicle ID information service 

to about 70 thousand users at 21 locations.  Actual use conditions of the service being classified by 

purpose, content and facility with service introduced areas shown in the table below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2  Example of operation model of vehicle ID information system 
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Table 1  Cases of vehicle ID information service being introduced 

  Purposes of introduction Major service contents 
Samples of facilities with 

service introduced 

P
ay

m
en

t 
s y

st
em

 

Improvement of convenience 

in toll payment (electronic toll 

payment) 

 

Electronic payment for parking fee Toll parking lot 

Simplification of embarkation procedure and 
electronic passage fare payment 

Ferry terminal 

N
on

-p
ay

m
en

t s
ys

te
m

 

Promotion of rapid vehicle 

entrance/exit procedure 

(electronic input of 

entrance/exit information) 

Electronic input of vehicle information 
required on its entrance/exit process) 

Construction site 
Waste disposal facility 

Enhancement of security of 

gate passage 

Entrance check for vehicles without 
registration and prevention of entrance of 
invalid vehicles 

Market places such as for 
fruit and vegetable and 
perishable food 

Alleviation of congestion by 

taxi waiting line 

- Restrict the number of taxis in waiting 
line (ETC checks in and out of taxis in 
waiting line.) 

- Taxis overflowing from waiting line 
move to an adjacent parking lot.    

Taxi stand 
Parking lot 

Improvement of customer 

satisfaction of visitors 

Inform shop staff of information on visitors 
having passed through the entrance of the 
shop.  

Automobile dealer 

Enhancement of safety around 

vehicle entrance/ exit gate 

- Call for attention to pedestrian on 
entrance / exit of registered vehicles 

- Entrance/ exit management of specified 
vehicles   

Construction site 

 

2.3  Themes 

Although the vehicle ID information service has an advantage of lower impact on the security of 

ETC, it is necessary to make advanced registration for each service.  Therefore, it is difficult to 

largely expand users in parking lot services for general spot customers instead of regular customers.    

 

In addition, though various application cases of vehicle management services without payment are 

considered, there are some challenges to expand those services since a dedicated application needs 

to be developed for each service.  

However, percentage of ETC units installed is higher in taxis and commercial trucks.  This means 

that those services can be studied on the assumption that ETC onboard units are installed in those 

vehicles.  Therefore, ETC can be used in areas such as entrance/exit management in logistics 

centers, ports and freight stations where many vehicles are entering and exiting, vehicle guidance in 

facilities, and management of freight handling to improve operation efficiency. 

 

We will further study the actual working environment and needs of logistics operators to identify 

the potential of ETC usage , and offer various solution to them.  
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Table 2  Number of vehicles using ETC by vehicle type and percentage of ETC used 

(Example: Central Nippon Expressway Company Limited) 

Percentages of ETC used are 92.6% for standard-sized vehicle, 98.8% for large-sized vehicle, 

97.9% for extra-large vehicle, 93.7% for medium-sized vehicle and 76.9% for light vehicle.   

Thus, ETC onboard unit are installed in most commercial vehicles. 

＜ Number of ETC onboard units installed and percentage of ETC used by type of vehicle ＞ 

Category 

Daily average in March, 2014 
(vehicle/ day) 

March, 2014 (vehicle/ month) ETC 

Vehicle 
with ETC  

Total vehicles  

Vehicle 
with ETC 

Total 
vehicles 

Vehicle 
with ETC 

Total 
vehicles 

Utilization rate

(A) (B) 
Distribution 
rate 

Distribution 
rate 

(A)/(B) 

Standard-sized 
vehicle 1,148,655 1,240,776 35,608,305 38,464,048 70.7% 69.8% 92.6% 

Large-sized 
vehicle 151,910 153,818 4,709,223 4,768,366 9.3% 8.7% 98.8% 

Extra-large 
vehicle 21,733 22,198 673,722 688,145 1.3% 1.2% 97.9% 

Medium-sized 
vehicle 147,826 157,758 4,582,608 4,890,498 9.1% 8.9% 93.7% 

Light vehicle 155,291 201,942 4,814,019 6,260,208 9.6% 11.4% 76.9% 

Total 1,625,415 1,776,492 50,387,877 55,071,265 100% 100% 91.4% 

                                 Source:  ETC Handbook by ORSE  

3.  Analysis on current services for commercial vehicles   

In order to develop the vehicle ID information service of ETC for business operators involved in 

such as transport-related and logistics operations, we reviewed cases of“Taxi”,“Construction”, 

“Logistics, etc. which are considered to be effective, to understand the effect of introducing the 

service and analyze conditions for dissemination of the service in the future.    

3.1  Case 1:  Management of waiting line of taxis 

We hereby describe a service for alleviating the congestions due to taxi waiting lines in Ginza area, 

one of the busiest central downtowns in Tokyo: In areas surrounding Ginza, the long queues of taxis 

have been one of the major causes of congestion.   

To solve this situation, ORSE introduced a mechanism for allocating taxis in the way that the 

number of taxis in the waiting line are controlled less than a certain number to alleviate congestions 

caused by waiting lines around taxi stands.  Since then, taxis are requested to wait in parking lot 

part and moved to taxi stand where the situation is automatically detected by the ETC antenna.      

We understand the below factors attribute to the success of the service; 

- A large number of taxis (21,000) participated in this service test 

- Dissemination rate of ETC in taxi on-board is almost 100% 

- There is a space by the taxi stand, where the DSRC antenna could be installed with stable power 

supply 

- There is a large space, relatively near the taxi stand where many taxis could stand by  
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  Source:  Data by P & TEC Inc.   

 

入口 

ETC チェック ETC check

Before experiment using taxi pool 
タクシープール実験後 

 

EntranceExit 

ETC check on arrival at the taxi stand 
Check that the taxi has arrived via taxi pool. 

ETC check on departure from the taxi stand 
Check that the taxi has come via taxi pool and taxi stand .

Taxi stand Ginza 1 

Entrance Exit 

Shinbashi Stn. 

No engine idling ETC check 

After experiment using taxi pool 

Tsukiji-River1st parking lot

In Taxi Pool 

 Taxi Stand 

Signal for dispatching corresponds  

with the ETC antenna  

at the taxi stand 
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3.2  Case 2:  Management of entrance/ exit in construction site 

The construction site here means a temporal depot for disaster waste located in Kamaishi-city. This 

site has to accept approximately 800 thousand tons of disaster waste scattering around areas 

suffering from the Great East Japan Earthquake.  

 

The outline of the system is as follows: 

The ETC antennas are installed in the waste disposal facility to enhance the vehicle management, 

acquiring the truck passage information in two services as shown below: 

1 A service to record the time spent for a truck to carry waste, relating vehicle information 

(including vehicle number and name of carrier) and the weight measured. 

2 A service to record the time spent for a truck to carry waste, relating vehicle information and 

passage information (departure time and arrival time). 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 communications 

Itagiyama recycling disposal yard (Exit management)

Exit management through 
ETC 

1. ETC  

3. Registration with DB 
for management of 
vehicle information 

 
- Weight (measurement 

result) 
- Arrival time 

2. Acquisition of vehicle
ID information 

  
 

Katagishi temporal depot 
(Entrance management) 

1. Communications 
through ETC 

5. Output of 
measurement 
sheet 

3.  Calling vehicle ID 
information from DB 

4. Relating vehicle ID 
information and 
following records: 

- Weight (measurement 
result) 

- Result of radiation 
measurement 

- Arrival time 

2.  Acquisition of vehicle 
ID information 

* “Vehicle information (including vehicle number and 
name of transport company” and “Information on 
disaster waste (including weight and result of 
radiation measurement” should be managed being 
related each other. 

Acquisition of vehicle ID 
information through ETC 

communications

Output of measurement
sheet 

Weighing 

ETC communications

Flow of disaster waste disposal 
Primary temporal depots (Unozumai, Mizuumi and Itagiyama)

↓ 
Intermediate disposal facilities (Katagishi and Itagiyama) 

↓ 
Final disposal facilities  

Itagiyama temporal waste 
drop-off station 

Katagishi temporal waste 
drop-off station 

Kamaishi-city 
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According to business operators introducing the service, there has been no misrecognition of 

vehicles and defect in communications, and appropriate vehicle management has been realized. The 

service would help some154 sites of temporal depots for disaster waste in Iwate prefecture, Miyagi 

prefecture and Fukushima prefecture, which are the area affected by the disaster.  (as of May, 

2013) 

 

3.3  Case 3:  Utilization for logistics vehicles 

Many delivery vehicles are parking on the streets as freight handling areas are not developed in 

urban areas.  Consequently, problems such as traffic congestion, accident and increase of 

exhausted gas occurred.  Hereby describes a service to solve those challenges: 

 

The service was aimed to improve the traffic environment by promoting the use of off-street 

parking space by freight handling vehicles and reducing the illegal parking on the streets.  Several  

logistics companies jointly secured a part of off-street parking lots on shopping streets in Toyota, 

Aichi prefecture.  The image of this service is as in the photo shown below. 

 

The mechanism is as follows.  First, an entrance control device (flap) goes up to secure the parking 

space.  On the entrance,  the vehicle pre-registration status is checked by the ETC antenna.  If 

the vehicle is registered, the flap goes down for parking.  In the case of logistics vehicles 

registered with the ETC vehicle ID information service, the vehicle can enter and exit there with 

nonstop and cashless. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Entrance control device

Web camera ETC antenna

Parking control 
device 

Entrance control device Entrance control device 

Loop coil 

Loop coil

Car gate 

ETC antenna 
Roadside control 

device 

Car gate 

Entrance Entrance 
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Success here attribute to the improvement of environment and safety in the local shopping streets 

with 31 shops.  To this end, the system can be developed at a low cost comparing to the methods 

of IC tags or reading license plate numbers, owing to the high percentage of ETC onboard units 

installed in logistics vehicles.    

 

It is expected that such initiatives expand over other freight distribution areas of commercial 

facilities in the future. 

 

Further, in logistics facilities with enter/ exit of truck, the challenges such as recognizing vehicles’ 

movement and guiding them, as shown in the table below are listed.  In addition, we listed and 

illustrated new images of service allowing effective management of logistics vehicles by 

recognizing vehicles’ movement using ETC as in above-mentioned case. 

 

Table 3: Service for logistics vehicle 

Service Description 

Vehicle management Provide complete education to newly entering vehicles and prevent 

entrance of invalid vehicles through managing vehicles using ETC. 

Entrance/ exit 

management 

Understand the time of starting transport and the time required for 

arriving at the destination and detect entrance/ exit of vehicles to call 

for attention to people around there.  

Route check Understand vehicles’ toll road usage histories and situations including 

whether a vehicle is on a specified route or not by installing a 

roadside antenna.  

Automatic drive record 

and report 

Automate jobs including input of daily report and aggregation of 

vehicles’ entrance/ exit by detecting vehicles using ETC. 

In-house vehicle 

management 

Develop a system for smooth in-house freight reception and loading 

by understanding vehicles’ arrival in advance.  

Safety check Secure safety in general traffic by notifying vehicles’ approach 

(Effective even when visibility is low in the night and the rain when 

it is difficult to check with human eyes.  

  

Image of the service 
Establish a parking space for 3-ton trucks.  

      - In the case of registered trucks, they can enter and exit there with nonstop and cashless. 
Operation method:  Advanced reservation with operators or through mobile phones for using the space.  

- If reservation is made, entrance control device (flap) goes up. 
- On the entrance, whether the vehicle is registered or not is checked by the ETC antenna.    

- If the vehicle is registered, flap goes down. 
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Image of service in logistics industry using ETC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As described above, it is considered that efficiency will be significantly enhanced by operational 

improvement based on actual conditions of businesses.  We desire to support system developments 

in individual business operators by offering results of this research as know-how, as the 

development of operation systems becomes necessary for operational improvement. 

 

In addition, there are still a lot of things to outreach the vehicle operation management function of 

ETC for many business operators.  Therefore, it is important to extensively introduce the 

successful cases and support the operators to develop the new service. 

 

4.  Future development 

In the previous chapter, we introduced the successful cases with the pre-registration-type 

management of vehicle operation without payment of fees using the vehicle ID information service.  

However, the service requires the pre-registration has been the bottleneck and is not very attractive 

for the spot users.  

Aiming at use of ETC by general vehicles on the street, a system allowing payment by ETC card in 

private parking lots, drive-through, etc. other than toll roads without reducing security of ETC is 

also being studied.  Thus, it will be possible to facilitate electronic payment by ETC in parking lots 

if a vehicle is provided with the ETC onboard unit, leading to the improvement in convenience of 

users and a wide dissemination of the system. 

 

1.  Detection in peripheral roads

2.  Detection at the entrance 

Scheduled arrival time 

Soon, vehicle No. X of 
company A will enter! 

Waiting information 

 1. Management of trucks 

2. Waiting vehicles (unloading/ loading) 

3. Notice to long-waiting vehicles based on 

entrance/ exit time 

4. Recognition of number of vehicle in the facility

Entrance guidance 

Vacant spaces on each floor 

Departure guidance to vehicles 

Light sign board for waiting spaces

Exclusive space for non-registered 
vehicles to make registration 

Information provision to 
mobile phones 

In-house vehicle 
management 

Entrance 
management 

Preparation jobs following 
information display to each 

tenant area 

Control center 

Safety measures at the 
entrance and the exit

Exit management 

Advanced detection service 
on peripheral roads 

Cloud ASP server 
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Meanwhile, as for improvement in management of vehicle operation using the pre-registration-type 

vehicle ID information service, it is important to conduct further studies on the use of ETC and 

systems, introducing the successful cases and improvement plans using ETC as introduced in the 

previous chapter to related business operators to acquire their understandings.  Therefore, we will 

develop activities for extensive recognition on use of ETC, building to the results of this study.  As 

a result, it is expected that use of ETC will expand among many logistics centers and business 

operators. 

 

5.  Future prospect (Conclusion) 

According to the data from Institute of Urban strategies, the Mori Memorial Foundation, it is 

expected that the economic ripple effect of the Tokyo Olympic Games and Paralympic Games will 

be about twenty trillion yen and employment inducement will reach 1.2 million persons.  

Meanwhile, it is considered that attendances of 900 thousand per a day and 10 million in total will 

gather into small area and traffic will concentrate in this area, since Tokyo is aiming at compact 

management of those events, locating many stadiums in the narrow area.  It is a big problem how 

to carry those attendances to each stadium and handle them.   

 

In order to efficiently control and handle those confluences and traffic flows, it is requested to 

largely improve and evolve the management of the traffic follows in metropolitan area using ITS.  

To respond to this, the national government and the Tokyo municipal government lead to launch 

project for the above. 

 

Not to speak of improving and expanding roads, developing and enhancing routes and stations of 

public transport, traffic infrastructures including parking lots, the role of ITS is very important for 

efficiently utilize infrastructure developed. 

 

For example: 

-  Restriction of vehicle inflow using ETC technologies, provision of traffic information and 

assistance of safety drive, and efficient utilization of road networks including the prevention of   

congestion by route guidance. 

-  Parking guidance and effective operation of parking lots using Vehicle-to-Infrastructure- and  

Vehicle-to-Vehicle communications 

-  Efficient operation of public transport 

    * Efficient vehicle allocation of buses and taxis using bus location system and management of 

waiting lines of taxis 

-  Implementation of park-and- ride 

    * Studies for launching efficient development of modal shift, measures for congestion on 

surrounding roads, smooth entrance/ exit management, etc. 
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As various ITS services are developed as above, the services using ETC are highly expected to be 

functioned as soon as possible.  For demonstrating these new ETC services, the Tokyo Olympic 

Games is one of our important targeted time, which we believe accelerate the further innovation of 

ITS technologies for more livable society. 

 


